TECHNOLOGY MILESTONES
A New [Sense of] Direction for Battlefield Awareness

The Virtual Environment Research, Interactive
Technology, and Simulation Chamber enables
investigations of advanced audio technology that
could aid warfighter combat awareness.
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The researchers are testing

whether the speaker—who in real-world
combat situations would be a military
colleague, one likely viewing the action
from a distance and/or through electronic
means—can use that audible change in
voice direction as a kind of tool for helping
Soldiers in forward battlefront positions typically
wear just the type of headphones required for the
audio exchange between speaker and listener.
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The state-

the listener pinpoint a sniper’s position.

To

obtain

plausible

suggestions

improving the technology, the researchers
periodically consult with Air Force and Army
personnel who have been on the ground
in combat situations. Once refined to the
extent

possible,

the

technology

will

eventually deploy to ground-based military
personnel for field testing.

For additional information on this technology contact AFRL/RH afrl.rh.tech.info@wpafb.af.mil, (937)255-3814. To receive more information about AFRL,
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